
Slow Dog Training
Be your dog's best friend

Exercise
Every dog needs a play shell.

The perfect tool for summer. Page 4.

Companionship
Does your dog spend too much

time alone? Page 4.

Training
How to correctly motivate your

dog with food. Page 2.We all need motivation to do things. Generally, the more energy we invest in

something, the more we expect to get in return. If some activity never pays

off, we eventually stop doing it. Motivation is an essential part of living and

in fact

survival.

Motivation

can arise

from the

prospect of

gaining

something

desirable or

from the urge to avoid something bad or unpleasant. No doubt, we all prefer

the first option and so do our dogs. Continued on page 2.

Motivation in Dog Training
Why Food is Your Best Friend

Who is Afraid of the

Vet?
Learn how you can help your canine

friend to be less stressed and more

cooperative at the vet. Page 3

Is that Puppy

Wrecking Your Home?
So, you got a puppy for Christmas

and now that cute furball is causing

mayhem in your home. Essential

steps to help your puppy to fit in.
Page 3

How did you learn to swim? Depending on your age, maybe somebody

threw you into the deep end of the pool and let you paddle for your life.

Fortunately times

have changed. These

days we know that

such crude methods

are more likely to lead

to anxiety and phobias

rather than 'toughen

someone up'. If you

try such methods with

your dog, the odds are

even worse.

Continued on page 4.
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How to Get Your Dog Comfortable in Water

Slow Dog Training
Knowledge, understanding and fun:

Essential ingredients for a better life

for you and your dog. Page 3
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Unfortunately, although modern

societies have steadily progressed away

from violence and ignorance towards

a more humane and enlightened

culture, the field of dog training was

largely left behind. The strong focus

on discipline and obedience in dog

training to this day has more parallels

with traditional child rearing, army

culture or even slavery than with the

sciences of animal learning and

behaviour analysis, which have

revolutionised the world of animal

training since the mid 20th century.

The rise of reward-based animal

training methods drastically improved

animal welfare in zoos and

entertainment.

While other animals have benefitted

from advances in science and

humanity, dominance-based methods

have kept their stranglehold on the

dog training industry. It might not

always be obvious, but most of the

methods used to this day are focussed

on making our dogs compliant and

obedient through the threat of

punishment. Common are all sorts of

devices, such as choke chains, electric

and citronella collars, 'anti-barking'

muzzles, and manipulative handling

such as yanking, yelling, grabbing,

pushing and poking in an attempt to

control our dogs. No matter how

subtle the coercion, it is still coercion

and your dog will likely experience it

as unpleasant or even frightening.

Yes, the supermarket and pet shop

shelves are filled with dog treats but

these are not always suitable or

valuable enough to use as motivators

in dog training. Added to that is the

erroneous belief that training with

food equates to bribing or spoiling.

The idea that our dogs should simply

behave in order to please us or that

our praise and affection should be

sufficient reinforcement is extremely

persistent, even if goes against

everything we have learned about

evolution and animal behavior.

Just like any other animal, dogs much

rather work for rewards than to avoid

fear and pain. Having the freedom

and ability to pursue the good things

in life rather than spending most of

their energy trying to avoid the bad

things, leads to mentally and physically

healthier individuals. So, why wouldn't

we use food over threats of

punishment for training our dogs?

Other reinforcers, such as toys and

play, can sometimes be used as well

but no other reward gives us the same

convenience as food rewards. We

already control when and what our

dogs eat so we might as well use at

least part of it for training.

In modern animal training
motivation is not created by
threats of punishment but
through incentives and rewards.

Motivation in Dog Training
Continued from page 1 .

Every animal has to eat, which
makes food the obvious and
easiest type of reward.

How to use food correctly

For food to be a sufficiently strong

motivator it has to be valuable to the

dog and this is where training often

fails. Only the dog can decide if

something is of high value to them.

To motivate your dog you need to

a) use food your dog really loves (try

chicken, fish, cheese - either pure or

mixed with veggie mash -, baby

food, yoghurt, etc.) ,

b) train when your dog is hungry,

c) control the current environment

so you and your food are the biggest

attraction for miles (i.e. start your

training at home) .

When teaching a new behaviour,

food is first given as a lure

(presented before the behaviour) ,

then faded and given as a reward

(presented immediately after the

behaviour) . Any behaviour your dog

already displays spontaneously can

also be increased by promptly giving

your dog a reward every time they

do it. Your timing and the value of

the food are crucial for success.

Once you have a behaviour reliably

trained under these rules at home,

make it more challenging by training

in more distracting environments

and contexts. Step by step your dog's

behaviour will get stronger until they

master it in real life circumstances.

If you want your dog to keep doing

the behaviours you like, you need to

continue to at least occasionally

reward the dog for the behaviours

with the things they love (the

necessary frequency or magnitude of

the reward will depend on how

difficult the behaviour is for the

dog) . Behaviour that is never

reinforced will go extinct.

"The greater efficacy of food as a reinforcer parallels the evolutionary origins of dogs as scavengers of

human refuse (Coppinger & Coppinger, 2001 ) and supports the use of food as a reinforcer for training."

".. . the overall response patterns in both groups of dogs indicate that human social interaction is not an

effective reinforcer compared to food."

Feuerbacher, E. N., & Wynne, C. D. L.(2012) , Relative Efficacy of Human Social Interaction and Food as Reinforcers for

Domestic Dogs and Hand-Reared Wolves, Journal of the Experimental Analysis of Behavior, 98, 1 05-129



"Slow Movements" have sprung up in

a variety of areas that affect our lives

ever since the idea of "Slow Food"

was launched in Italy in 1989. Living

with dogs is just another domain that

benefits immensely from a thoughtful,

informed and holistic approach. Dogs

are living, feeling creatures that come

with their own set of behaviours and

characteristics. Only if we learn about

their motivations and desires can

we become better companions to

our dogs. Only if we understand

the principles of animal learning

can we be better teachers to our dogs.

And only if we take the time to do

both can we be best friends with our

dogs. Keeping our dogs happy and

healthy is not just good for them but

benefits ourselves and our society as a

whole. Treating our dogs with respect

and understanding based on scientific

knowledge and compassion is essential

for the prevention of dog aggression,

dog bites and many other problems

that can arise in our unique human-

canine partnership.

Slow Dog Training
More Brain. More Heart. More Fun.

As a child I was afraid of the dentist.

He was a grim, white-coated agent of

misery with thick glasses. His waiting

room was a sterile dungeon with a few

unhappy looking goldfish floating in a

barren tank. At least that is how I

remember it.

While most of us lose our fears when

we grow up or at least learn to control

them, other animals do not have the

same capacity. Your dog, for example,

will never develop the cognitive

abilities to understand why they need

to go to the vet and why it's (usually)

nothing to worry about. Instead

(unless your dog was extensively

socialised as a puppy to enjoy body

handling, especially by strangers) ,

going to the vet will rarely be

enjoyable for them. A dog's response

can be anything from mild stress to

severe panic. No matter where your

dog rates on this scale, it is worth

helping them feel better.

The significant benefits of

less stressed and more

cooperative patients have led

some veterinary clinics to

adopt "low stress handling"

practises and transform their

premises into pet friendly

places. This is a promising

trend. But even if your vet is not yet

on board with low stress handling,

there are ways you can help reduce

your dog's worries. Always carry tasty

treats when you visit the vet and give

them to your dog immediately after

arrival and after every

handling by the vet and vet

staff. The aim is to create a positive

association in your dog's mind with

vet visits.

The best course of action to treat any

kind of fear-related behaviour is a

systematic 'desensitisation & counter-

conditioning' protocol. Start with

body handling exercises at home and

gradually build up your dog's tolerance

of veterinary procedures.

Check out the web link below for

detailed information.

Is that Puppy Wrecking Your Home?
Essential Steps to Help Your New Family Member Fit In

1. Socialisation. By far the most
important thing for your puppy.

Unless you want to deal with problem

behaviours later, get started right away.

Take your dog to puppy class and out

into the world.

2. House training. About three
weeks of tight management and

supervision will get you there. Never

punish your dog for eliminating in the

house or other unwanted area.

3. Bite inhibition. Teach your dog
first to bite with little force and then

not at all by immediately stopping play

for several seconds whenever they bite

hard or - later - whenever they put

teeth on skin.

4. Chewing. Provide your puppy with
lots of chew toys. Encourage and

reward play with those toys and

remove anything you don't want your

puppy to chew. Never yell at or chase

the puppy when they grab or run off

with an 'illegal' item.

5. Communication. Learn how to
read and respect your dog's body

language and teach it to your children.

6. Supervise kids. Never leave young
children (under about 12 years of age)

and dogs alone with each other.

For more details check out the resources at http://www.petprofessionalguild.com/PuppyTrainingResources

Read more at http://www.crosspaws.com.au/blog/dog-training/slow-dog-training-revolution/

http://www.crosspaws.com.au/vet-visits

For your dog's mental and
physical health, for the benefit of
vet staff and for your own peace
of mind, help your dog.

Who is Afraid of the Vet?
Help Your Dog to Handle Vet Visits.



Does your dog spend too

much time alone?

Dogs have an impressive ability to

adapt and cope with whatever life

throws at them. This is one reason

for the success story of their species

but it also means they rarely show

obvious signs of pain, unhappiness

or depression. By the time we see

the results of a dog’s frequent over-

the-top stress levels, such as

destructiveness, excessive barking or

even self-harm, the problem is

usually well advanced.

Understanding your dog’s needs and

paying close attention to their

behaviour is essential if you want

them to be happy and a good

companion. Dogs are social animals

and - while spending some time

alone can be learned - being alone

most of the time is rather bad for

their well-being. If you are away all

day, consider a dog walker, day-care

or ask friends, family or neighbours

for help. Being proactive may safe

you and your dog a lot of grief now

and in the future.

Additionally, to help your dog pass

the time when alone, exercise them

before your absence and leave them

with a large part of their daily food

ration inside food puzzle toys. Even

better, hide food toys around the

house and garden, wrap them into

old t-shirts or towels and stash them

inside cardboard boxes. The more

creative you get, the longer it will

take your dog to search for, work for

and eat all the food and the more

tired they will be from all the

'hunting and scavenging'. That way

your dog can eat and sleep while

you’re away and everyone is happy.

Every dog needs a play

shel l !

A play shell filled with water not

only helps your dog to stay cool on

hot days but can also provide a good

mental and physical workout.

Treathunting
Place a small piece of food on top

of a floating toy. For very exuberant

dogs start with a toy that can 'hold'

the food, i.e. where the food doesn't

fall off easily or use small plastic

cups or lids as containers. Sticky

food helps too. Ask your dog to stay

outside the shell while you place the

food, then give your dog the cue to

'find it' and let them 'hunt' for the

floating treat. For a more advanced

version add more floating targets.

The challenge for your dog will be to

avoid knocking the food into the

water. This requires gentle

movements and coordination.

Treasure hunting
Place items under water - such as sea

shells, rocks, or ice cubes with treats

inside - and encourage your dog to

pick them up. Reward your dog with

a treat every time they make an

effort. Give better treats for better

efforts and you might be able to

'shape' your dog to retrieve the item

from the pool. Start with a low water

level and slowly increase it. This

game encourages the dog's natural

scavenging behaviour and creative

problem solving.

Your dog can neither understand the

purpose of your 'rough-handling' nor

can they 'reason their way out of' or

'work through' a scary

memory. Once fear has been

established it is the hardest

thing to change. In the worst

case scenario, your dog might

not just be afraid of water or

anything else that occurred at

the time, but also of you!

To avoid 'fear-conditioning' in

your dog get them used to

water slowly. Encourage them

with a happy voice to follow you into

the shallows at a beach, lake or river.

You can lure your dog with treats or

toys but be aware that your dog may

push themselves too far in order to

get the goodies. This can easily

backfire and create increased

sensitivity towards water.

A play shell is a great tool to introduce

your dog to water. Initially, fill the

shell with only enough water to get

your dog's feet wet. Praise and reward

your dog with food for even the

smallest effort to step into the water.

If your dog remains hesitant, start

with an empty shell. Play with your

dog, for example throw a toy into the

shell for your dog to retrieve, and

reward them (food, play, praise) every

time they jump into the shell. Then

add a little water and play the same

game. Gradually increase the water

level, always making sure your dog is

perfectly comfortable.

If your dog really doesn't like the

water, find another activity you and

your dog can enjoy together.

Watch your dog's body language
for signs of stress, go at your
dog's pace and be patient.

Cool Feet Cool Heads
Continued from page 1 .

Are you worried or frustrated about your dog's behaviour?

Book a comprehensive behaviour consultation now!

Make your dog happy. Be happy.

www.crosspaws.com.au sylvie@crosspaws.com.au A good dog is a happy dog
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